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NWSA NEWS AND VIEWS
FROM THE
NATIONALOFFICE
By Elaine Reuben
At the opening session of the 1980 NWSA
Convention, Dale Spender urged U.S.
feminist educators to educate themselves
beyond national boundaries. She called for
an extension of our consciousness-raising
efforts to understand and appreciate differences within an international feminist
movement: for our own sakes, as well as for
our sisters around the globe.
editorial,
In the Spring Newsletter
Florence Howe noted the large questions
and hard choices posed by a growing
awareness of international developments in
women's studies. "Should we be institutionbuilding in the U.S. or helping, advising,
missionizing, urging-and learning fromwomen's studies internationally?"
she
queried, knowing that there cannot be an
either/or answer to such a question, any
more than to similar questions about

FROM THE STEERING
COMMITTEE:REPORTON THE
1980 DELEGATEASSEMBLY
In contrast to the emotion-filled hours of
frustration remembered from the 1979 Delegate
Assembly, the 1980 Delegate Assembly will be
remembered
as structured,
efficient, and
productive. The distinct difference in both tone
and content was due, in part, to preplanning by
members of the Steering Committee (SC) and the
Coordinating Council (CC). The procedures
developed for initiating resolutions and recommendations served us well, and participants felt
that the "Speakout" was especially beneficial for
raising and discussing issues, including those
related to AID, the 1981 Convention theme, and
other 1981 Convention-related topics, on which
there was considerable debate in the Delegate
Assembly itself.
The 1980 Delegate Assembly was held in two
sessions: the first, for the presentation of reports
and activities to date; and the second, for the
presentation of resolutions and recommendations.
The first session was opened on Monday, May
19, by Elaine Reuben, National Coordinator, who
welcomed the 200 delegates and provided a brief
history of NWSA. Members of the SC then
reported
on their
work. Secretary
Jan
Meriwether introduced the afternoon's agenda:
the presentation of reports for acceptance by the
body. Treasurer Alice Stadthaus presented a
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development of women's studies programs
and projects vs. integration of women's
studies into the general curriculum.
How can we learn from, be useful to, and
how will we be affected by international
developments?-the
editorial questions
continued. Preparing for the U.N. MidDecade meeting, the specific question I ask
is how NWSA, as an organization and on
behalf of U.S. feminist educators, can best
engage internationally. Along with other
NWSA members participating in women's
studies seminars and related activities in
Copenhagen, I expect to encounter women
whose perspectives will differ from-and
thus help sharpen-our own, and to return
better able to articulate possible answers.
If my experience in West Berlin in April is
any indicator, however, the need and desire
to know what others are doing are international
phenomena.
And
as,
domestically, we continue to build networks
and mechanisms for exchange, we enhance
our ultimate ability to communicate internationally as well.

Just as the contacts made at a meeting
like that in Copenhagen are as important as
the official, governmental proceedings, so at
our Convention the official program and
proceedings tell only part of the story . At
Bloomington, staff members of Federal Sex
Desegregation
Centers
held working
sessions; other participants shared concerns
about educational administration, religious
studies, drama, community education
.... To
the
extent
that
such
groups and others make NWSA aware of
their activities, and to the extent that our
resources permit, we can lend support and
assistance at least by letting others know of
their concerns.
As we move into the academic year,
NWSA will be engaged in more, and more
visible, activities to support and promote
feminist education. In so doing, we hope to
contribute to what UNESCO's Women,
Education and Equality calls ''the long
process of education in the broadest sense"
necessary to uproot discrimination and
change the attitudes that sustain it.

report from the Finance Committee which included a financial statement, as well as fundraising plans. Kay Towns, the SC's Regional
Liaison, and Sirlean Newton, the Caucus Liaison,
presented
information regarding
the organizational status and activities of the regions
and caucuses. Donna Whittlesey, Administrative
Associate for the National Office, reported that
the Association had 1,375 members, as of the
Convention, with an average dues of $18.00 per
member , and announced that Lucy Friebert, CC
member from the North Central Region, is the
new cochair of the Membership Committee.
A report was then heard from the Publications
Committee, chaired by Barbara Parker , announcing that the Spring issue of Frontiers
containing selected proceedings from the 1979
Convention (papers and abstracts) is now
available from the National Office for $3.75. Chris
Bose (Women's Studies , SUNY/ Albany, Albany,
NY 12222) reported from the Ad Hoc Committee
on Research and Grant Sponsorship.
Taskforces
and
their
convenors
were
acknowledged: Taskforce on Women's Centers
(Kathy Girard, National Women's Centers
Training Project, Everywoman's Center, Nelson
House, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
MA 01003); Taskforce on Child Care (Ann
Clarkson, 5203 SE 38th St, Portland, OR 97202);
Taskforce on the Defense of Women's Studies
Personnel
(Irene
Thompson,
Dept
of
English/GPA 4358, University of Florida,

Gainesville, FL 32611); and Taskforce on General
Education (Nancy Skeen, Dept of Philosophy ,
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD 57069,
and Angelika Bammer, 405 Elmside Blvd,
Madison, WI 53705). These taskforces were
formed to involve the membership in addressing
specific issues raised through resolutions passed
at the 1979 Delegate Assembly.
Jean Robinson, Local Arrangements Coordinator, and Barbara Fassler, Program CoCoordinator, for this year's Convention, presented
preliminary reports on their work of the past 12
months. Chris Czernik, on behalf of the New
England Region, announced that the University of
Connecticut at Storrs will host next year's Convention from May 31 to June 4, 1981. (See report
from Norma J. Cobbs and Pat Miller, next year's
Program Co-Coordinators, on page 26.)

(Summer 1980)

Following the presentation of reports, Kay
Towns led a discussion regarding the Constitution. At the Founding Convention, an "Initial
Governance Plan"-which
is NWSA's Constitution-was accepted with the recommendation
that it function as a working document until
reviewed by the second Delegate Assembly. At its
February meeting, the CC recommended that we
continue to use the Constitution as the working
document, and that a review committee be
established prior to the Bloomington Convention
in order to consider suggested constitutional
changes. Oare Bright will coordinate this effort
and report to the delegates at the 1981 Delegate
Assembly.
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Action was taken on the two constitutional
amendments proposed in 1979 and passed to the
CC for action. The proposed amendment from
Hawaii which called for the formation of a
separate region was withdrawn prior to the
February CC meeting. The proposed amendment
put forth by the Northwest Region calling for
biennial conventions was debated by the CC in
February, and they voted to recommend nonsupport. The amendment was presented to the
Delegate Assembly, where it failed.
The 83 resolutions passed by the 1979 Delegate
Assembly and the actions taken by the CC were
reviewed in a report, and Pat Gozemba, SC
member, led the discussion afterwards. The
delegates accepted this report, except for the two
resolutions concerned with AID, which were
tabled for further discussion during the second
session of the Assembly.
For further information on any of the items
noted above, write to the National Office.

RESOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Twenty-seven resolutions and recommendations
were considered at the second session of the
Delegate Assembly, on May 20. These are printed
below, categorized, and in the order in which they
appeared on the Delegate Assembly agenda.
Following the Delegate Assembly, the CC met to
propose action on the resolutions and recommendations.
Their suggestions
for implementation follow where appropriate.

Delegate Assembly may then debate the constitutional question involved and by a 213 vote of
the Assembly challenge the constitutional interpretation of the Coordinating Council and
recommend that it reconsider in light of the strong
expression of the will of the delegates.

(1) Be it resolved that the Southeast Region
supports the recommendation that the theme for
the 1981 NWSA meeting be Racism.

This resolution failed.

(16) In order to broaden the participation of
community college and community-based women
within the NWSA and to facilitate networking
between
community
and
academic-based
organizations, and whereas many low-income,
rural, and Third World women are educated and
participate in community college and communitybased education, we recommend that: [1] for the
1981 NWSA Convention, a call be issued for
proposals for discussions, as well as papers; [2]
emphasis within the theme of racism for the 1981
NWSA Convention be on ''Building Bridges
between University, Community College, and
Community-Based Education''; [J] in setting the
time for the 1981 Convention, schedules of
community college and community-based women
be seriously considered; and [4] workshop and
discussion leaders for the 1981 Convention actively seek the participation and perspective of
community college and community-based women.

1981 Convention Theme Resolutions (11, 1,
16)

(11) In light of the ways in which racism affects all
women, we propose that the theme of the 1981
NWSA Convention be on racism.
This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC discussed it in terms of collective responsibility for implementation. We cannot leave that
responsibility solely with the 1981 Convention
Committee, but rather, we must begin activities
within our regions and caucuses toward incorporating this theme at all levels. It was
suggested that racism be considered the theme for
regional conferences held during the coming year.

NWSA CONSTITUTIONAL

This resolution was carried. No action necessary
by the CC.

This resolution as modified carried. The CC
recommends that regions also attempt to implement.

REVIEW TASKFORCE

In keeping with Section V of the NWSA
Constitution (Women's Studies Newsletter.
Winter/Spring 1977; reprinted in the 1980
Constitution-Related Resolutions (20, 21) Convention program, or available from the
NWSA Office), a taskforce has been set up
(20) In order that the power, authority, and into
review the current document and submit a
tegrity vested in the Delegate Assembly not be
revised
version to the NWSA Coordinating
undermined
or
usurped,
any
resolution/recommendation or action taken by the Council in February 1981, and to the
Delegate Assembly
that is deemed con- Delegate Assembly in J9Ue 1981.
stitutionally ambiguous by the Coordinating
Constitutional issues already raised for
Council should be brought back to the Delegate
review
include: statements
in the
Assembly the following year, and the debate over
"Preamble"
and
"Purpose"
sections
the constitutionality of the above, both pro and
con, should be published in the Women's Studies regarding criteria for membership and
Newsletter in the interim between one Convention
participation in the Association; terms and
and another. Further, the power to determine the voting status of Coordinating Council .
constitutional status of any resolution remains
within the province of the Delegate Assembly as members; definition, role, and criteria for ,
prescribed by the Constitution of NWSA. (See caucuses; regional boundaries; relationship
Section V: "Policy Making: the National Con- between the Delegate Assembly and the
vention"; "Coordinating Council. ")
Coordinating Council.
Comments on the current document and
This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
the review process are being solicited
CC assigned it to the Constitutional Review
from
regional and caucus coordinators, and
Committee for action.
the membership at large is encouraged to
(21) Pending the outcome of our searching con- send its comments and suggestions for
stitutional review, it shall be the understanding of changes as soon as 1>9ssibleto the Conthis organization that the Coordinating Council
shall return to the Delegate Assembly recom- stitutional Review Taskforce Convenor,
Women's Studies
mendations made to it that in its belief are not in Clare Bright, c/o
the spirit of the cu"ent Constitution. The Program, Box 61, Mankato State University,
Mankato, MN 56001.

AID and AID/NWSA Relationship (5, 8, 19;
and 8 and 48 from 1979)
There was much discussion regarding the
similarity between (8) and (19), which resulted in
the withdrawal of (19). Members of the Third
World Caucus will serve as an advisory committee
to those listed in resolution (8) for implementation.

(8) Because many members have raised serious
reservations about the role of the Agency for
International Development (AID) in the Third
World, and, in particular, its support of repressive
regimes, population control programs, and efforts
to destabilize governments, we recommend that
NWSA accept no funding from AID in the next
year under any circumstances. In that time we
propose the following activities to be undertaken
by NWSA: (1) The Newsletter shall print a
discussion on how AID 's policies affect women
(Liz Kennedy assumes responsibility for implementation); [2] panel discussions shall be
organized for the next NWSA Convention on the
following: [a] economic development in the Third
World and the role of AID, and [b] the relationships NWSA should establish with women activists and scholars in other countries (Ann
Froines assumes responsibility); [J] a panel
discussion shall be organized on the role of
funding in shaping the direction of institutions

.
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and its implications for NWSA (Pat Gozemba
assumes responsibility); and [4] research should
be undertaken into sources of funding for international travel and to bring women from other
countries
to NWSA
Conventions
(Nancy
Schniedewind, Moira Ferguson, and Sharon Leder
assume responsibility) . The objective of this
moratorium in accepting funding from AID is to
allow our membership to make an informed
decision in 1981 concerning NWSA ·s relation to
AID.
This resolution carried. Pat Gozemba, SC
member, assumed responsibility for coordinating
these efforts.
(5) Be it resolved that NWSA write a letter of

censure to the Agency for International
Development deploring the oppression of women
throughout the world by AID, specifically through
population control.

Steering Committee members, seated , left to right: Pat Gozemba, Jan Meriwether, Kay Towns, Sirlean
Newton, Alice Stadthaus. Standing: Jean Robinson , Local Arrangements Coordinator for the 1980 NWSA
Convention .

been able to meet on a regional basis; be it
resolved that at future NWSA Conventions two
meeting times of two hours each be scheduled for
regional meetings.
This resolution carried and was referred by the CC
to the Convention Committee.

This resolution failed.

1981 Convention-Related Resolutions (6, 9,
12, 14, 17, 23)
(6) This resolution was split by the Assembly:
(6a) Be it resolved that the Convention Program
Committee
and Coordinators arrange for
autonomous lesbian space at the NWSA Conventions in terms of housing and meeting facilities
as alternatives available to the many lesbians
attending the Conventions who want them. Of
course, space must also be provided for dialogue
between lesbians and nonlesbians.

(6b) Be it resolved that the Convention Program
Committee
and Coordinators arrange for
autonomous lesbian space at the NWSA Conventions in terms of workshops as alternatives to
the many lesbians attending the Conventions who
want them. Of course, space must also be
provided for dialogue between lesbians and
nonlesbians .
Both resolutions carried. The CC referred them to
the Convention Committee.
(9) Resolved , that in our continuing commitment

to achieve equality for women, the South Central
Women's Studies Association resolves that the
1981 Program Committee assign a person on-site
to determine that the environment is truly accessible to the handicapped and that that person
take whatever measures necessary to assure that
it is.
This resolution carried and the CC referred it to
the Convention Committee for implementation .

(12) Whereas the strength of our Association is
based on our local and regional cohesion; and
whereas the Annual NWSA Convention brings
together women from many states who have not
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(14)Resolved, that theAnnualNWSA Convention
be shortened to three days, and that the Delegate
Assembly be held on the second and third days so
that a broader representation of those attending
the Convention can remain and express their
views.
This resolution was tabled.

(17) Whereas less than two percent of the attendance at the 1980 Convention were teachers in
elementary and secondary schools; and whereas it
is the opinion of the PreK-12 Caucus that lack of
attendance by women in this group is due in
significant part to the holding of the Convention
when most elementary and secondary schools are
still in session; therefore, it is recommended by
the PreK-12 Caucus that the dates chosen for the
Convention in the future reflect consideration of
the usual, general vacation dates of elementary
and secondary schools for the purpose of encouraging such classroom teachers to attend
Conventions of the National Women's Studies
Association, and thereby increase their ability to
include women's studies materials into the
mainstream of American
elementary
and
secondary education.
It was clarified that the intent of this resolution is
to hold the Annual Convention in midsummer.
This resolution was tabled. The CC recommended
that this be taken into consideration by all future
Convention planners. The CC cautions that we are
limited always to dates that are appropriate to the
host institution.

(23) Whereas the registration fee for the 1980
NWSA Convention was prohibitive to many lowincome individuals who otherwise would have
attended this Convention; and whereas the 1979
NWSA Convention mandated that a sliding scale
for registration fees be implemented for future
Conventions (resolution 79); and whereas the
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Midwest, North Central, and Great Lakes regions
are concerned that NWSA Conventions be made
as accessible as possible to individuals from all
income levels; therefore be it resolved that: [I] the
1980 Convention reaffirm the NWSA commitment
to be sure that a sliding scale for all future
Conventions be implemented and planned for in
the Convention budget (To implement this plan,
we suggest that $5,000 be built into the budget
and a sliding scale for fees be determined so that
any deficit resulting from reduced fees would be
taken care ofin the Convention planning budget to
determine appropriate fees. The sliding scale
should be based on the same income/fee ratio as
NWSA membership dues, and set on a mean scale
so that women who can pay more do so. All those
needing to pay a reduced fee must apply in advance in the preregistration process. After the
$5, 000 set aside has been allocated in the form of
reduced fees on a first-come basis, Convention
planners may refuse additional requests for
reduced fees. None of the $5,000 should actually
be given to participants; it should only be used to
make up the balance of reduced fees in the
bookkeeping.); and [2] alternative housing plans
be explored and made available to participants,
and that these alternatives be clearly explained in
all advertisements. (Some alternatives to consider
are: off-campus housing, sleeping bag space
[e.g., gyms], economy rates for on-campus
housing [i.e., bring your own linens and towels;
no meal plan; etc.].)
This resolution was tabled with a request to
conduct a feasibility study. The CC voted to pass
this resolution on to the Convention planners, with
a request that they report back to the CC on the
feasibility of a sliding scale for the 1981 Convention in time for the February meeting.

Other Resolutions
(2) Because it will assist members in making
contacts, enhance the visibility of NWSA as a
viable network , and aid in encouraging persons to
join who might not otherwise do so, we, the
members of the Colorado Women 's Studies
Association, urge NWSA to publish an annual
membership directory listing all institutional and
individual members and their addresses and
phone numbers. It would also be helpful if such a
listing would indicate the areas of expertise in
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women's studies of individual members. The total
cost of printing and distribution should not exceed
$2/copy; copies should be sold for $3 to yield a
$]/copy profit. We suggest an initial printing of
1, 000.

This resolution was tabled by the delegates. The
CC considered passing it on to the Finance
Committee and the Publications Committee for
study. Barbara Parker agreed to explore
possibilities.
(3) Because, in a number of instances, it is obvious

that sex-equity grants are being awarded by
agencies of the federal government (HEW in
particular) to educators who are either un·
sympathetic to or unacquainted with (or both)
the concepts inherent within the feminist per·
spective, we, the members of the Colorado
Women's Studies Association , suggest that the
National Office of NWSA contact government
agencies making such grants to see if procedures
can be developed to have NWSA act as a
clearinghouse for sending these proposals for
evaluation by experts in the areas of women 's
studies involved. These experts would then, in
effect, act as advisers to the government agencies
in selecting recipients for sex-equity grants. We
suggest that the National Office staff make the
initial inquiries and that the Steering Committee
consider possible structures or courses of action at
its next meeting and make appropriate recom·
mendations to next year's Delegate Assembly, if a
financial outlay by NWSA would be required. If no
financial outlay by NWSA would be required , we
recommend that the Steering Committee approve
a workable system.

The delegates voted to table this resolution. The
CC requested that Elaine Reuben, Coordinator,
act on this resolution and report back to the CC by
the February meeting .
(4) Be it resolved that NWSA members boycott

part-time positions, tenure-track when ap·
propriate, with fringe benefits in proportion to
units taught; that the NWSA endorse a policy that
part-time faculty in women's studies programs be
given serious and equitable consideration for full·
time positions in their programs when searches
are conducted for such positions; and that this
policy, if passed in the Delegate Assembly, be
published in the Women's Studies Newsletter as
the official publication of NWSA.

This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC referred action on it to the National Coordinator.
(JO) Resolved, that we deplore the harassment or
intimidation of women who seek their rights or
other women's rights under affirmative action.
We authorize the NWSA to write a letter condemning such practices to any institution at which
they may occur.

(18) The North Central Region recommends that
the national Coordinating Council reconsider its
plan to ask each region for a $1,500 travel contribution. This amount places an undue hardship
on a region that could afford to send its own
delegates to the national Council meetings if it
had $1,500. The amount requested exceeds our
annual budget. We ask the National Coordinating
Council to consider alternative strategies of
fundraising and of reducing the cost of attending
the meetings. Such strategies could include
distributing travel funds on a matching basis,
holding the national Council meetings in a more
central location, and/ or using college facilities for
national Coordinating Council meetings.

This resolution was defeated.
This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC determined that the National Coordinator
should prepare guidelines in consultation with the
convenor of the Taskforce on the Defense of
Women's Studies Personnel. Also, a policy
statement regarding this issue should be drafted
and publicized. Anyone requesting such a letter
from the National Office should prepare a draft
and send it to the National Office.
(I 5) Whereas the Student Caucus of NWSA
recognizes that there is a need for development of
programs where students can implement skills
learned in their academic work; and whereas
many women's
organizations,
government
agencies, and other areas have developed in·
ternship programs for students; and whereas
students need to know where these programs exist
and how to apply for them; therefore, the Student
Caucus recommends that the NWSA Newsletter
staff develop a mechanism for identifying these
internship programs and publish lists of such
programs in the Women's Studies Newsletter.

United Artist Films and that NWSA send a letter
to United Artist protesting the film Windows
because of its totally objectionable and 1------------------------<
irresponsible presentation of women, and lesbian
women in particular.

This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC requested Elaine Reuben to write the letter. A
draft was supplied .
(7) Whereas a substantial percentage of all part·
time faculty are women ; and whereas a
disproportionate percentage of women 's studie s
instructors are part-time faculty (probably more
than 50 percent) ; and wherea s the status of part ·
time faculty will probably becom e increasingly
tenuous as a result of economic cutbacks ; and
whereas the qualifications of part-time faculty are
often indistinguishable from those of full-time
faculty; therefore, the Pacific Southwest Region
urges the passage of the following resolution: that
the NWSA endorse the creation of permanent

This resolution carried. It was pointed out that the
objectives of this resolution will be accomplished
through the NWSA's FIPSE Project to Improve
Service Leaming in Women's Studies.

(22) An effort to build a strong National Women 's
Studies Association must begin at the grassroots
level. The New York State Women's Studies
Association hopes to initiate networks of women
within its region and to reach out to new members
by holding a Women ·s Studies Day in each
subregion on October 25, 1980. Women's Studies
Day coordinators will invite persons in women ·s
studies or women's programs from each two-year
and four-year college in their subregion. They in
tum will be asked to invite women from: [J]
community women's programs, [2] public schools,
and [3] libraries; as well as students and other
community women. The purpose of Women's
Studies Day will be to: [J] become acquainted and
share goals, information, and resources; [2]
discuss the notion of networking and encourage
women to return to their smaller local communities to initiate a network of women interested
in women's studies/women's issues that can be
the basis for continued cooperation, and [3] share
information about the National Women's Studies
Association and encourage membership. To
er.courage grassroots organization building and
cooperative efforts on a national level, the New
York Women's Studies Association proposes that
Women's Studies Day be declared in other
regions in the fall of 1980. Regions will report
outcomes at the 1981 National Convention , and
plans for a National Women 's Studies Day will be
formulated then.

This resolution carried. The CC requests that the
National Coordinator and representatives from the
New York Region prepare an information packet
for distribution to the regions . The CC will seek
someone from its members at the February
meeting to coordinate efforts toward a National
Women ' s Studies Day.

Some of the Delegate Assembly representatives.

(24) Whereas the Preamble of the Constitution of
the NWSA states that 'feminist aims include the
elimination of oppression and discrimination on
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the basis of sex, race, age, class, religion, and
sexual orientation, as well as other ba"iers to
human liberation inherent in the structure of our
society"; be it resolved that: the NWSA actively
support all efforts to protect sexual minority rights
including but not limited to the Tsongas Bill (Sen.
Bill 2081) and the Weiss-Waxman House Bill
which would extend Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act to prohibit discrimination in em·
ployment on the basis of sexual preference/
orientation. Be it further resolved that: [J]
NWSA support this legislation and encourage its
constituent groups to write letters to their
congressional representatives supporting passage
of the Tsongas and Weiss-Waxman bills; [2]
NWSA publicize information about these bills in
the NWSA Newsletter; [J] NWSA encourage its
constituent groups to publicize this support in
their publications (letter to be provided by
sponsoring parties).
This resolution passed. The National Coordinator
will prepare a draft and seek tracking information
from the National Gay Task Force.
(25) Whereas

the upcoming initiative on the
California June ballot, Proposition 9, will mean
severe cuts and, in many cases, elimination of
women's studies programs in California state
colleges and universities; and whereas the
funding for the Women's Studies Program at
Sonoma State College has been rescinded by the
college president Peter Diamondopolis; the North
Pacific Region recommends that: [a] the National
Office write a letter to the Chancellor of the CSUC
System, with copies to all state college and
university presidents within the system, urging
continuation of women's studies programs; [bl the
National Office immediately write a letter to
President Diamondopolis, Sonoma State College,
with a copy to Chancellor Dumke, deploring his
actions and urging him to reconsider his decision.
Part [a] shall be completed by June JO, 1980. Part
[bl shall be completed by June 1, 1980, by
telegram.
This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC requested that the National Coordinator

LESBIANCAUCUS NEWS
The Lesbian Caucus Steering Committee,
consisting of the four Caucus representatives to the NWSA Coordinating Council,
the Newsletter Editors, the Mailing List
Coordinator, and the regional caucus
liaisons, held its annual meeting at the
NWSA Convention in Bloomington. It set in
motion plans to implement the Caucus's
network functions: to increase lesbian
content and perspective in NWSA Convention programming and policymaking; to
support lesbian scholarship, curriculum, and
24

CALLFOR 1980 CONVENTION
ABSTRACTSAND PAPERS
AU those who presented papers or
parli~J.)ated in panels and worksh<>t>S
at the
1980NWSA Convention are urged to send
copies of their papers and abstracts ·of their
presentations to the NWSA National Office.
Collected abstracts and selected papers will
be published in a forthcoming issue of

women as makers of history. Women 's History
Week needs to be declared on a national, state,
and local level to create a specific and necessary
time frame to encourage the schools and com·
munities to prepare appropriate activities and
celebrations.
The observance of National Women's History
Week promotes the goals of NWSA. Therefore,
this resolution asks that all NWSA members do
the following:

Frontiers: A Journal of Women's Studies, -Write to your Congressperson asking support
for Congressional Resolution HJ RES. 1981
and the NWSA Publications Committee will
introduced by Rep. Mikulski designating the
be exploringother publicationpossibilities.
week beginning March 8, 1981, as National

implement this resolution, paying special attention to the deadline dates. The North Pacific
regional representatives to the CC agreed to
submit all names and addresses to the National
Office prior to the deadline. Other CC members
were requested to write letters also.

(26) The Women's Studies Newsletter will print
the resolutions of the 1980 Delegate Assembly in
the earliest possible issue. As soon as the
Delegate Assembly recommendations are acted
upon by the Coordinating Council, they will be
printed in the Newsletter along with a statement
of the action taken. Each following year, the
resolutions and recommendations of the Delegate
Assembly, and the action taken upon them, will be
printed in the Women's Studies Newsletter.
This resolution was passed. Implementation
hereby completed with this report.

is

(27) National Women's History Week is March
8-14, 1981. It is always the week (beginning on
Sunday) that includes March 8, International
Women's Day. The goals of National Women's
History Week are: to promote the study of
women's lives-historically and cu"ently; to give
emphasis to the diversity of women's experience
in terms of race and class; to stress the in·
ternational connection of all women; to recognize

project development; and to encourage and
publicize efforts to overcome discrimination
and harassment of lesbian faculty, students, and staff.
The Caucus would like to designate two
regional liaison members and an alternate in
each NWSA region. To obtain a statement of
responsibilities for this job, and to volunteer, write to Liz Atkins, Regional Liaison
Coordinator, 178 Hillside St (3), Roxbury
Crossing, MA 02120.
To receive the Caucus mailing list, and to
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Women's History Week.
-Contact your governor and state legislature
asking them to declare National Women's
History Week with resolutions and appropriate
ceremonies.
-Write to the President asking for a declaration
of National Women's History Week 1981.
-Contact the Superintendent of Schools in your
area and ask that the school calendar include
March 8-14, 1981, as Women's History Week
and that the Superintendent encourage special
programs and projects in the schools.
This information and request should be printed in
the next NWSA Newsletter.
This resolution was passed by the delegates. The
CC agreed to share this information with its
constituents. Nupur Chaudhuri, Third World
Caucus representative to the CC, agreed to
coordinate.
The 1980 Delegate Assembly closed with most
delegates feeling a sense of accomplishment.
Looking forward to the 1981 Convention at the
University of Connecticut at Storrs, the New
England Region, with some pomp and circumstance, raffled off their impressive homemade
quilt and a second prize of lobsters for six.
Congratulations to the winners!

Submitted by Pat Gozemba and Jan Meriwether

be listed on it, write to Nancy Katz, Mailing
List Coordinator, 827 W Bradley, Chicago,
IL 60613.
Proposals for Caucus-sponsored sessions
for the 1981 NWSA Convention should be
sent to Mirtha Quintanales, Caucus Convention Committee Liaison, 2106 Summit,
Columbus, OH 43201, by November 1, in
order for her to coordinate planning with the
work of the NWSA Convention Coordinators. In keeping with the 1981 Convention theme, proposals for sessions or
activities dealing with racism and Third
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World women's issues are particularly
welcome. Caucus members wishing to
participate in other Caucus activities at the
Convention, and groups wishing to organize
related meetings, should also communicate
with Mirtha Quintanales.
Also looking toward the 1981 NWSA
Convention, two ad hoc committees have
been established:
one to develop a
resolution on ways in which NWSA can
recognize lesbian scholarship (chaired by
Pamella Farley, 45 Grace Ct, Brooklyn, NY
11201); and another, to request the addition
of lesbian/heterosexual
identification on
Convention demographics questionnaires
(chaired by Lynda Koolish, 527 29th St, San

A GAY AND LESBIAN
CURRICULUM/
ANTHOLOGY
By Shelley Anderson
and Polly Kellogg
The Education Exploration Center, Minneapolis, is developing a curriculum/anthology on teaching about gay and lesbian
issues in elementary and secondary schools.
We are seeking articles from teachers,
students, and parents on such topics as:
teaching gay and lesbian materials; anticipating and working with student reactions to a gay speaker; coming out to other
teachers or other students; being the only
lesbian in the PT A; organizing a gay
teachers' association.
We're interested in ideas and models for
lesson plans on: prejudice, stereotypes, civil
rights; gays and lesbians in history,
literature, and science; lesbian and gay
culture; feminism, sex roles, the range of
sexual behavior, and how young people
make decisions about their sexual values.
We are particularly interested in articles
with a multicultural, multiethnic perspective.
We are also especially interested in
reports of discussions with children or young
adults about lesbianism, homosexuality, or
same-sex friendships. We'd like to hear
anecdotes and dialogue, especially if the
language used by you or the children is fresh
and vivid.
These are guidelines only: other relevant
topics and experiences
are certainly

Francisco, CA 94131). Additional in- feminist topics. Articles can be "academic"
formation on Caucus activities can be ob- or ''nonacademic'' and may be ''working
tained from Clare Bright, 1980-81 Caucus papers" or other writing less formal than a
Steering
Committee
Convenor,
c/o journal might publish. The Clearinghouse
Women's
Studies Program,
Box 61, also reprints articles from journals and
Mankato State University, Mankato, MN periodicals in order to give these materials
56001.
wider and continuing circulation.
Caucus Newsletter Editors Judith AnIn its first year and a half of operation, the
derson (Women's Studies, Independence
Clearinghouse has published or reprinted 15
Hall, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, articles, and more will be available in the
RI 02884) and Carolyn Ruth Swift (Dept of fall. Among the materials of particular
English, Rhode Island College, Providence, interest to women's studies teachers are
RI 02908) would welcome articles and in- four lesbian course syllabi, including one on
formation for publication in the Women's
lesbian literature, and essays on teaching
Studies Newsletter as well as for more in- strategies, on teaching lesbian literature,
formal Caucus mailings.
and on applying a lesbian-feminist perspective to Black women's literature.
Women's studies social science researchers
welcome. We are also seeking articles
and students may also find useful several
already published that we might usefully studies of patterns of lesbian relationship.
reprint; books or films for young people that
Although the Lesbian-Feminist Study
might be added to our resource list; and Clearinghouse
is sponsored
by the
people who would like to help collect articles University of Pittsburgh's Women's Studies
or resources.
Program, it receives no monetary support
Materials, proposals, and suggestions
from the program. It is designed to be selfshould be sent to the Education Exploration supporting, with costs of printing articles
Center, PO Box 7339, Powderhorn Station, and brochures, publicity, postage, and partMinneapolis, MN 55407, by December 1980.
time clerical work being recovered through
If you would like to discuss an aspect of this
the sale of articles and through donations. A
project, or share your experiences, perhaps
nationwide Editorial Board of lesbianas part of a taped interview, call us at (612)
feminists helps to determine directions and
722-6613, extension 6. We are excited about
guidelines for the Clearinghouse and acbeing able to assemble materials teachers
tively participates in locating and soliciting
can use, and we need your help.
materials.
While the first year's effort represents a
significant beginning, other materials are
THE LESBIAN-FEMINIST
needed, especially course syllabi and papers
STUDY CLEARINGHOUSE
on lesbian history; essays on the experiences
and perspectives of Third World lesbians;
By Coralyn Fontaine
and
guidelines
for
lesbian-related
and projects,
including
A new resource now exists for women's programming
studies teachers, researchers, and students
resource centers, workshops, or study
that will help them find materials on lesbian groups set up in the community. It is important that the Clearinghouse reflect a wide
topics. In order to make such materials
available, as well as to encourage continuing range of lesbian-feminist issues and perlesbian
scholarship
and , curriculum spectives, including but not limited to white,
development, the Lesbian-Feminist Study middle-class academe.
To send materials for review, to obtain a
Clearinghouse . was founded in 1979. The
Clearinghouse
publishes
nonfiction brochure including a price list, or to
manuscripts of article length, course syllabi, volunteer to serve on the Editorial Board,
and workshop or program guidelines, as well write to: Coralyn Fontaine, General Editor,
Studies,
1012
CL,
as essays and research articles on lesbian- LFSC/Women's
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
15260.
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NWSA CONVENTION'81:
WOMEN AND RACISM

conscious Omissions in Research, The Triple be, however, is "just another professional
Bind for Lesbian Women of Color, Black meeting." We will emphasize the links,
Women and the Blues, Building Coalitions actual and potential, among cultures, among
By Norma J. Cobbs
between Women's Studies and Black disciplines,
between
the
educational
and Pat Miller
Studies, Rural Women in Developing establishment
and community organiCountries, Conflict Management in Multira- zations, and between the ability to
The New England Region will sponsor the cial Contexts , Black Women's Community define knowledge and the ability to secure
Third Annual NWSA Convention-"Women
Organizations,
Racism
and
Sexual and maintain power.
and Racism"-at
the University of Con- Harassment, Increasing Women's Studies
Convention programming can serve as a
necticut at Storrs, May 31-June 4, 1981.
Enrollment , The Politics of Sexuality, means of regional / local development for
The Delegate Assembly at Bloomington in Women and Apartheid, The Economics of women ' s studies . Rather than submit an
May 1980 voted unanimously that the theme
Race, Creating Multicultural Curricula individual proposal, those wanting to
of the 1981 Convention be issues of race an<i for Elementary/Secondary/Post-Secondary
participate might seek out colleagues,
racism because of (1) the connections Education, Women of Color and Community friends, or other women in their own regions
between racism and sexism and (2) the Colleges,
Bilingual
and
Bicultural to develop joint proposals both for regional
recognition by the NWSA membership that Education, Women in Science Examine conferences and for the National Conwomen's
studies
has responded
in- Sociobiology, Third World Women Writers, vention . We particularly urge members to
adequately to the problems of racism in Abolition and Women's Suffrage, Racism design presentations on racism and fighting
education and society . This Convention will and Feminism, Iranian Women and Islamic racism in their regions (e.g., racism in
provide an opportunity
for feminist Culture, Integrating Our Knowledge and Boston or the creation of a multicultural
educators to share their knowledge of the Our Communities,
Demography
and curriculum in a local school system) as a
lives of women of color and to devise Feminism, Affirmative Action, Third World specific and active way of addressing this
strategies for ensuring that such knowledge Women and Medical Research, Native problem.
will assume its proper place in all kinds of American Women.
If you want to participate actively in the
educational programs. We look forward to a
This list is only a small sample of program Convention,
consider
presenting
or
diverse and exciting range of programming,
possibilities; the Convention format en- organizing a session, consulting on
built on work already begun at the first two courages discussion in all areas of women's programming in your area of expertise,
Conventions.
studies, with participants bearing in mind performing, doing membership outreach,
For the first time, a region has been multicultural issues. In addition, the providing mailing lists and contacts,
directly responsible for securing a Con- Convention will, of course, include films, producing the program book itself, coorvention site, and groups and individuals exhibits, cultural events, a job exchange, dinating films, writing small grants
from New England will also contribute
and the usual meetings ofregions, caucuses,
(especially to support the attendance of
significantly to Convention planning. The committees, taskforces, other special in- women in your region), or doing promotional
program will be developed from proposals terest groups, and those NWSA bodies work in your region.
submitted by and solicited from groups and charged with conducting the business of the
The deadline (firm)for formal proposals is
individuals. Such proposals are invited from Association: the Steering Committee, the December 1, 1980.
students, community organizers, scholars, Coordinating Council, and the Delegate
Groups and individuals wanting to parteachers, policymakers (local and federal), Assembly. One thing the Convention will not ticipate in the Convention and groups
representatives of community agencies,
wanting to organize related meetings at the
women's
centers,
women's
caucuses,
Convention should communicate with the
government
agencies,
international ;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;
Convention Coordinators as soon as
possible. All communications should be
agencies, and any person or group in- NWSA CONVENTIONS:
terested in feminist education. We an- 1982, 1983 • • •
directed to Pat Miller, Women's Studies,
ticipate that sessions will fall into five broad
Box U-181A, University of Connecticut,
categories: (1) consciousness-raising and The National Women's Studies Association1 storrs , CT 06268; (203) 486-2186.
is seeking sites and coord1·nators £or 1·ts198'
communications skills; (2) professional skill
~
building through curriculum development;
and 1983 national meetings. NWSA is
(3) critiques of existing research and policy; committed to attempting to rotate the site of Norma J. Cobbs was formerly on the staff of
(4) new research and conceptualizations; (5) the Annual Convention, and thus is par- the Hartford Regional YWCA and cu"ently
specific application of what we know.
ticularly interested in proposals from coordinates a vocational program for young
Sessions might explore such subjects as weSt ern and midwestern regions . For adults for the Hartford Board of Education.
Asian American Women, Racism in Cuba, further information on development of a Pat Miller coordinates service learning in
The Psychology of Black Women, Regional proposal, contact the NWSA National Office. the Women's Studies Program at the
University of Connecticut.
Writing by Women, Deliberate and Un-
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NWSA CALENDAR
"NETWORKNOTES" FOR
WOMEN'S STUDIESPROGRAMS: October 10-12, 1980
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
North
Central
Regional
Conference,
AND A CALL
University of Louisville; contact Lilialyce
Coordinators and directors of women's
studies programs, meeting at the NWSA
Convention in Bloomington, agreed to begin
an informal, cooperative "written network"
for persons with administrative responsibilities in women's studies programs.
Network Notes, to appear several times
each semester, will provide rapid communication on matters that variously plague
and help program administrators. It will
contain brief informational items about
issues, ideas, and projects; resources that
are especially useful; questions that
somebody out there must have answers
for ... and pleas for help. Those who have
or want further information will be able to
respond directly to others who have placed
items in the Notes. This "quick-and-dirty"
mailing will not attempt the in-depth
treatment of articles in the Women's Studies Newsletter, but is meant to supplement the
Newsletter, and to continue the detailed,
pragmatic
discussions
begun
in
Bloomington.

Akers, Dept of Sociology, University of
Louisville, Louisville, KY 40208.

dewind, Women's Studies,
Paltz, New Paltz, NY 12562.

SUNY/New

April 4-5, 1981
Mid-Atlantic Regional Conference, Goucher
College; contact Bettina Lewis, Dept of
English, Goucher College, Baltimore, MD
21204.

October 18-19, 1980
South -Central Regional
Conference:
WomanFair, University of Texas/ Arlington;
contact Jeanne Ford, PO Box 19528, UTA
Station, University of Texas/ Arlington,
Arlington, TX 76019.

April 10-12, 1981
Great Lakes Regional Conference, Mankato
State
University;
contact
Carolyn
Shrewsbury, Women's Studies, Mankato
State University, Box 61, Mankato, MN
56001.
October 25, 1980
May 31-June 4, 1981
Women's Studies Day, New York Women's NWSA Third Annual Convention, University
Studies Association, to be held in four of Connecticut, Storrs
subregions; contact Nancy Schniedewind, ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
SUNY/New Paltz, New Paltz, NY 12562.

February 8, 1981
New England Fifth Annual Regional
Conference, Fenway Consortium, Boston:
"Women and Racism"; contact Laurie
Crumpacker, Women's Studies, Simmons
College, Boston, MA 02155.

NWSA SERVICELEARNING
PROJECTNEWS

The NWSA Project to Improve Service
Learning in Women's Studies will hold its
1980-81 academic year field workshops at
six of the following eight regional sites:

February 12-15, 1981
Coordinating Council meeting, College
October 24: Portland
State University,
Park, MD; contact Donna Whittlesey,
Portland, OR
NWSA National Office, University of October 31: Center for Self-Reliant
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
Education, San Jose, CA
Send brief, informal, even conversational March 6-8, 1981
November 8: University of Texas, Austin,
items (successes, resources, and queries) to Southeast Regional Conference, Georgia
TX
Sandra
Coyner
(Women's
Studies,
State University, Atlanta; contact Suzette January 30: University of Northern
Eisenhower Hall, Kansas State University,
Colorado, Greeley, CO
Talarico, Program Coordinator, Dept of
Manhattan, KS 66506), who has assumed
Southeast Women's Studies
Political Science, University of Georgia, March 6:
editorial responsibility for launching the Athens, GA 30602.
Association, Atlanta, GA
publication. Network Notes will be mailed
March 20: New York Women's Studies
from the NWSA National Office to all March 20-22, 1981
Association, Buffalo, NY
Regional
Conference,
York
women's studies programs on the NWSA New
April 4:
Mid-Atlantic Women's
listing.
SUNY/Buffalo; contact Nancy SchnieStudies Association,
Baltimore, MD
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
April 10:
Mankato State University,
Mankato, MN
AVAILABLE
FROMTHE NWSANAJ'IONAL
OFFICE

University of Maryland,College Park, MD 20742
• The 1980 NWSA Convention Program,

detailing the 300 program sessions and events presented at
. $3..00
Bloomington, Indiana, May 16,20, 1980 . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
• Frontiers: A Journal of Women's Studies,

Volume V, Number 1 (Spring 1980), containing Selected Convention
Proceedings from the 1979 NWSA Convention, held at Lawrence,
Kansas, May 31-June 3, 1979: eight papers and 86 abstracts of
program sessions....................
· ... $3.75

Final selection of workshop sites and
detailed information about scheduling,
registration, and local arrangements will be
announced in a fall mailing to women's
studies programs, and reported in forthcoming issues of the Women's Studies
Newsletter and through regional association
mailings. Anyone wishing information, or to
be included on the Service Learning Project
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mailing list, should contact Jerilyn Fisher,
Project Coordinator, at the NWSA National
Office.
These workshops
are designed
for
women's studies faculty, administrators,
students, and community workers interested
in accredited field experience education and
the integration of theory and practice in
women's studies. They would also be of
interest to experiential educators based in
other programs who work with female
populations and women's projects, or who
wish to explore a feminist perspective on
college-sponsored internships.

The workshops will address programmatic
and theoretical issues: educational institution/community
relationships;
how
service learning fits into the women's
studies curriculum; how a women's studies
field
experience
might
differ
from
placements sponsored by other academic
programs;
implications / advantages
and
disadvantages of the term "service learning." Participants will be offered detailed
information on beginning and developing a
service learning course; they will have the
opportunity
to examine strategies
for
working in various institutional contexts.

'la~~:.'

MEMBERSHIPFORM

women's studies association

The National Women's
studies throughout the
and projects interested
includes a subscription

Studies Association , founded to further the social, political, and professional development of women's
country, consists of individuals, academic and community-based programs, institutions, organizations,
or involved in feminist education . Membership is for the calendar year, January 1 - December 31, and
(4 issues) to the Women's Studies Newsletter.

Individual Membership
is available to students, researchers, teachers at
every educational level, program staff and
administrators, and those involved in feminist
education and organization in the community.
Individual dues have been established according
to the following scale:

Income
Under $5,CXXl
,999
$5,CXXl-5
$10,CXXl-14,999
$15,CXXl-19
,999
O.,er $19,999

Topics
for
discussion
will include:
placement; supervision on site and on
campus;
student / faculty / site supervisor
interactions; co-seminars and related activities to supplement the field placement
work; evaluation. The Women's Studies
Service Leaming Handbook, distributed at
the workshops, will present practitioners
with sample learning contracts, syllabi and
course descriptions, and lists of additional
resources. Each workshop will establish a
regional network for further exchange and
development in women's studies service
learning.

Group Membership
annually) is available to women' s studies
programs, projects, centers, and organizations.
Unfunded community groups should use the
dues scale for individual members.
($50

Sponsor Membership
is the category which provides an opportunity
for those who can to contribute in addition to
dues. Those who contribute in this category will
enable the NWSA to maintain the policy that
"No person/ group shall be excluded from
membership because of inability to pay."

Annual Dues

$ 8.00
13.00
18.00
23.00
28.00

D

D

New

Renewal

I

Contribution :
Gift Membership
for:

Name ------------------------------Phone

____________

_

Address
Affiliation

Area(s) of special interest or expertise---------------------------------Check to receive information about one or more of NWSA's national caucuses:
D Community College

D Lesbian

D PreK-12

D Staff

D Student

D Third World

(Your affiliation will be reported to the appropriate NWSA regional organization.)
Send this form with check made payable to the National Women's Studies Associationto: NATIONALWOMEN'S STUDIESASSOCIATION,
Universityof Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
No person/ group shallbe excluded from membershipbecause of inabilityto pay. A Dues Waiver Request is availableon request from the National
Office.Those who can contributein additionto dues willhelp to sustain thispolicy.
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